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Abstract

Peripheral neuropathy (PN) is a multifarious disorder that is caused by damage to the peripheral nerves. Although the symptoms of PN vary with

the etiology, most cases are characterized by impaired tactile and proprioceptive sensation that progresses in a distal to proximal manner. Bal-

ance also tends to deteriorate as the disorder becomes more severe, and those afflicted are substantially more likely to fall while walking com-

pared with those who are healthy. Most patients with PN walk more cautiously and with greater stride variability than age-matched controls, but

the majority of their falls occur when they must react to a perturbation such as a slippery or uneven surface. The purpose of this study was to first

describe the role of somatosensory feedback in the control of posture and then discuss how that relationship is typically affected by the most

common types of PN. A comprehensive review of the scientific literature was conducted using MEDLINE, and the relevant information was syn-

thesized. The evidence indicates that the proprioceptive feedback that is conveyed primarily through larger type I afferents is important for pos-

tural control. However, the evidence indicates that the tactile feedback communicated through smaller type II afferents is particularly critical to

the maintenance of balance. Many forms of PN often lead to chronic tactile desensitization in the soles of the feet and, although the central ner-

vous system seems to adapt to this smaller type II afferent dysfunction by relying on more larger type I afferent reflex loops, the result is still

decreased stability. We propose a model that is intended both to help explain the relationship between stability and the smaller type II afferent

and the larger type I afferent feedback that may be impaired by PN and to assist in the development of pertinent rehabilitative interventions.

2095-2546/� 2019 Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Shanghai University of Sport. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND

license. (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Peripheral neuropathy (PN) is a complex disorder that

arises from damage to �1 peripheral nerves, and it is estimated

to affect as much as 2.4% of the adult population and

8%�10% of those over the age of 55.1 The majority of cases

of PN are secondary to a preexisting illness, the most common

of which is diabetes mellitus,2 but as many as 30% of cases

are idiopathic.3 In short, researchers have identified >100

types of PN, and the term, therefore, describes a highly diverse

set of diseases that are characterized by a wide variety of etiol-

ogies and pathologies.4 However, many of the most common

types of PN, including diabetic PN (DPN), frequently result in

specific functional impairment, which is a loss of balance that

greatly enhances the risk of falling.5�13 That is, although PN

is a heterogeneous set of diseases that lead to many different

forms of clinical presentation, the scope of this review is lim-

ited to the majority of types of the disorder that often result in

functional impairments to balance. Indeed, the purposes of the

review are to describe how and why balance is typically

impaired with PN and to propose a conceptual model that may

assist in the development of rehabilitative interventions for

those with decreased postural stability that is caused by PN.

To help unveil the nature of these impairments in individuals

with PN, it is necessary to first elucidate the effect of PN on

peripheral nerve function and the risk of falling and to then

summarize postural control and how it is typically impacted

by the disorder.
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2. PN and nerve conduction velocity

The defining characteristic of PN is damage to the axons

and/or myelin of peripheral nerves in a manner that typically

results in abnormal conduction velocities and amplitudes.14

Although a-motoneuron dysfunction frequently occurs, as is

indicated by symptoms like muscle atrophy and strength

loss,4,14 chronic damage to the sensory nervous system occurs

in >85% of documented cases of PN.15 It is therefore common

for those with PN to experience both positive and negative

sensory symptoms with the disease. Positive symptoms

include the presence of sensations such as burning, tingling,

and exaggerated pain responses (e.g., allodynia and hyperalge-

sia), whereas negative symptoms include the loss of tactile

sensation, proprioception, and temperature sensitivity.14,16

The nerve damage associated with most types of PN typically

progresses in a distal to proximal manner,4 such as from the

foot sole to the ankle to the leg, which helps to explain why

positive symptoms are regularly worse after long periods of

weightbearing activity and negative symptoms are often

described as numbness or “feet feel dead”.17 Still, the clinical

presentation of PN is often highly inconsistent, which is why

nerve conduction velocity (NCV) is the leading assessment of

sensory nerve impairment used in clinics4,18 and epidemio-

logic studies.19�24

The standard sensory NCV test assesses the velocity and

amplitude of action potentials in the sural, or short saphenous,

nerve, which innervates the skin along the posterior aspect of

the lower legs, ankles, and feet.25 Given that nearly 30% of

people with diabetes over the age of 40 have impaired sensa-

tion in their feet and hands,26 it is not surprising that a majority

of the studies that have used sural NCV to monitor the progres-

sion of PN have done so in those with DPN. For example,

Claus et al.20 demonstrated that sural NCV diminished approx-

imately 0.5 m/s each year in those with DPN, and Jarmuzew-

ska and Ghidoni21 reported that sural NCV decreased an

average of 3.9 m/s every 10 years in patients diagnosed with

type II diabetes.21 Decreased sural NCV has also been linked

with impaired glycemic control,24 abnormal sensations,22 and

decreased quality of life23 in this population. In light of these

and other important pertinent studies that used sensory NCV,

it is important to remember that PN is a disease unto itself that

has many different causes and is associated with pathologic

processes in various combinations of sensory nerve fibers.

However, most cases of PN do involve pathology in the

smaller sensory fibers like the types II, III, and unmyelinated 4

that transmit cutaneous sensations like touch, sharp pain, and

temperature.27,28 By contrast, sensory NCV is a measure

that is limited to large diameter nerves, and at least 1 study29

has demonstrated that PN can result in significant degeneration

in sural nerve fiber density without a decrease in sural NCV.

Therefore, small fiber involvement is at least to some degree

independent of large fiber involvement with most cases of PN.

Sensory NCV, which is considered the gold standard diagnos-

tic technique, may not adequately assess the degeneration of

the smaller diameter nerves that often occurs at the earliest

stages of the disorder.30

3. PN and the risk of falling

Balance may be described as the dynamics of body posture to

prevent falling,31 and the risk of falling, in turn, can be predicted

by one’s ability to control postural sway and center of pressure

(COP) while standing.32 A particular concern with many of the

most common types of PN is that balance tends to deteriorate as

the disease becomes more severe.8,9,11,12 The resulting deficits in

sensory feedback lead to well-documented increases in postural

sway while standing,5,10,33 including exaggerated COP outcomes

such as 95% area of COP and velocity of COP movement.34 Fur-

thermore, many individuals with PN tend to perform more poorly

on tests like the 6-MinuteWalk and Timed Up-and-Go tests, which

are tests of functional mobility that highly correlate with standing

balance and are used clinically to predict the risk of falling.10,35

The majority of falls in those with PN occur while they are

walking,7 and individuals with PN are 15 times more likely to

experience an injury while walking than age-matched partici-

pants with intact sensation.5 The predictive factors that are

associated with an increased risk of falling in the elderly are

the relative measures of dynamic stability in walking, includ-

ing variability of stride-to-stride, step lengths, and step

widths.36 Although these increased measures of variability

associated with PN are due to slow walking speeds and are not

directly related to sensory loss, it is possible that years of loss

of peripheral sensation and fear of falling cause those individu-

als to self-select slower walking speeds.7 Those afflicted with

the most common types of PN often do walk cautiously, as is

indicated by their significantly decreased speed,7,37�39 step

lengths,39 ankle moments, ankle powers, and ground reaction

forces.40 Similar walking alterations have also been observed

in healthy individuals with experimentally decreased plantar

cutaneous sensation (e.g., using ice immersion), but individu-

als with PN exhibit persistent variability on those measures.41

However, it is important to emphasize that most patients with

PN can generate relatively normal and stable locomotory

behavior, and the majority of the falls they experience occur

when they need to quickly react to perturbations such as irreg-

ular surfaces or unexpected objects.6,7,13 That is, the ability to

detect postural changes and make corrections to COP after a

perturbation is diminished because it depends on a complex

response involving cutaneous and proprioceptive sensory recep-

tors, as well as both small and large sensory fibers, which may

be impaired in those with PN. Those difficulties in responding

to perturbations, along with the observed differences between

individuals with pathologically versus experimentally reduced

sensation, suggest that the most common causes of PN impair

not just specific cutaneous receptors or sensory fibers, but all

peripheral sensory systems.42 In light of that information, we

first provide an overview of the relationship between postural

control and somatosensation and then describe how that rela-

tionship is typically impaired in those with PN.

4. Overview of postural control

Postural control may be defined as the act of achieving,

maintaining, or restoring a state of balance during any posture
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or activity,43 and it depends on a combination of both passive

and active mechanical controls.31,44 Passive control refers to

the stiffness and kinematic proprieties associated with the per-

tinent anatomical structures (e.g., bones and other components

of the joints), as well as the effect that gravity exerts on them,

whereas active control describes the nervous regulation of

skeletal muscle in a manner that requires energy expendi-

ture.45 Passive control helps to explain phenomena like the

consistency of postural control observed across many different

types of tasks and the decline in postural stability that may

occur with muscle fatigue in the lower extremities. However,

active control is responsible for sway detection and postural

correction,45,46 and it is critical to our ability to stabilize and

maintain balance while standing and walking.47,48

Active postural control depends on a complex interaction

between the joints, skeletal muscles, and both the peripheral

nervous system and the central nervous system (CNS). The

functional role of the nervous system in active control may be

subdivided into 4 components: stimulation collection via sen-

sory receptors, afferent signaling via sensory neurons, CNS

control of information processing and decision making in the

CNS, and efferent signaling to skeletal muscles via a-moto-

neurons. The latter 2 are the sole components used in feedfor-

ward control, which is accomplished using internal

preprogrammed models that are based on anticipation.49 By

contrast, feedback control involves modification of ongoing

movement using the information that is gathered by sensory

receptors and transmitted to the CNS by sensory neurons. Con-

sequently, feedback control allows for a higher degree of accu-

racy because it is based on error detection and correction, but it

is also necessarily slower than feedforward control. Optimal

postural control depends on a combination of both feedforward

and feedback processes.50

The mechanics of postural control during standing are often

described using an inverted pendulum model, and the goal of

control is to maintain the COP, the weighted average of all

pressures over the area that is contacting the ground, about the

base of support.31 Simply put, we naturally sway as we stand,

and our stability depends on our ability to sense, control, and

correct those movements. Postural control during walking is,

of course, quite different because the goal is to actually move

outside the base of support and yet maintain stability from one

stride to the next. Two popular theories of postural control of

gait are passive dynamic walking (PDW) and a central pattern

generator. PDW develops from a simple mechanistic model in

which gait is a natural repetitive motion that is generated by

gravity and inertia.51 Under the frame of PDW theory, seg-

mental inertia and joint stiffness account for most of the con-

trol for walking, and the role of the nervous system is to

provide more guidance than overt control.47 By contrast, the

central pattern generator theory depends heavily on the ner-

vous system and feedforward control, because walking is con-

sidered a rhythmic movement that is preprogrammed at the

upper level of the spinal cord.52 According to this theory, sen-

sory feedback is important to the control of posture during the

stance phase of walking while just 1 foot is on the ground, but

it is less important during the swing phase.42 In fact, studies in

quadrupeds suggest that locomotion can occur in the absence

of afferent inputs53,54 or even a cerebrum. Nevertheless,

bipedal gait is consistently less stable than that in quadrupeds,

and it is generally presumed to require some level of feedback

control,55 particularly during perturbations. Similarly, active

nervous control and sensory feedback are also required within

the PDW model to optimize lateral balance in the gait45 and to

correct errors.56 To summarize, the evidence indicates that

sensory feedback is required to respond to perturbations and

maintain posture while standing and walking.

5. Postural control and somatosensation

The sensory receptors and afferent neurons that are most

critical to providing information about the difference between

current posture and upright position are those associated with

the visual, vestibular, and somatosensory systems.57 All 3 of

those sensory systems contribute to the maintenance of bal-

ance at all times,57 but they are weighted differently according

to the specific task.58�61 For example, the somatosensory and

visual systems provide sufficient sensory information to main-

tain balance during quiet standing with eyes open and feet

shoulder width apart,62 whereas the vestibular system is more

significantly involved while balancing on an unstable plat-

form.63 That said, the somatosensory system is of particular

interest to this review because it provides the most accurate

information to assist postural control,57 and it is the sensory

system that is most often impaired by PN.14,27,28

Somatosensation refers to feedback from the body surface

and its interaction with the external environment, and it

includes the proprioceptive and tactile subdivisions. The tac-

tile subdivision pertains mostly to cutaneous sensations such

as touch, pressure, and vibration, while the proprioceptive

includes muscle spindles and Golgi tendon organs that con-

tribute to the detection of joint position and joint motion.64,65

More specifically, Golgi tendon organs monitor muscle load-

ing and their information is conveyed through type Ib sensory

neurons, whereas muscle spindles provide feedback about

both dynamic and static muscle length through large type Ia

and II sensory neurons, respectively. By comparison, smaller

diameter sensory neurons are responsible for all tactile sensa-

tions, including some information about touch that uses the

type III neurons that are particularly susceptible to PN.27,28

The 4 main tactile receptors in the skin include Merkel’s

cells, Pacinian corpuscles, Meissner’s corpuscles, and Ruffini

endings.66,67 Meissner’s and Pacinian corpuscles are rapidly

adapting receptors that are responsible for vibrotactile sensa-

tion, whereas Merkel’s cells and Ruffini endings adapt slowly

and are responsible for touch and pressure sensitivity.

Because slowly adapting receptors better retain their sensitiv-

ity throughout continuous stimulation, Merkel’s cells and

Ruffini endings likely provide more important tactile feed-

back for postural control during slow movements and quiet

standing. 68,69

In general, somatosensory information is thought to influ-

ence static stability in standing and dynamic stability primarily

by affecting the activities of lower leg muscles like the tibialis
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anterior and soleus, as well as by mediating gait patterns at the

ankle, knee, and hip joints.70 We discuss these items in the fol-

lowing text: the specific roles that proprioceptive and tactile

sensations play in feedback control of posture and how those

relationships may be affected by PN. However, it is worth first

noting that many of the studies that have investigated the

effect of somatosensory dysfunction on postural control during

standing and walking have not done so with the elderly popu-

lation, who are more likely to have decreased postural stability

with degenerative neurologic disorders.6,71 Instead, many of

those studies have used healthy adults whose somatosensation

was decreased using soft or moving supporting surfaces, ische-

mic injections, mechanical vibratory stimuli, or inflated blood

pressure cuffs at the ankle or thigh.72�76

6. Role of ankle proprioception and stretch reflex postural

control

Much of the research on the proprioceptive influence of

postural control has focused on the ankle proprioceptors and

pertinent stretch reflexes because the ankle�foot complex is

the only part of the body that contacts the ground and it is the

site in which most postural sway occurs.77 In addition to the

influence of proprioception, ankle joint ligaments and the sur-

rounding muscles could also contribute to ankle joint stabil-

ity.44,78,79 The 3 most likely contributors to stability reduction

and enhanced sway at the ankle joints are a decrease in muscu-

lar strength of the ankle evertors, an increase in ligamentous

laxity, and proprioceptive deficits resulting from a disruption

in the integrity of the receptors.80�83 Because the stiffness of

muscles and ligaments around the ankle joint alone cannot

achieve joint stabilization,78 ankle proprioception is believed

to be a critical determinant of functional joint stability,78,84

which, in turn, may influence postural stability in standing and

walking. Indeed, studies by Fu and Hui-Chan85 and Jerosch

and Prymka,86 who conducted joint reposition tests after ankle

injury, demonstrated a high correlation between joint stability

and ankle proprioception. In addition, Lee and Lin87 reported

that 12 weeks of biomechanical ankle platform system training

improved joint and postural stability in conjunction with

enhancements in ankle proprioception.

In light of the correlations discussed, very few studies have

directly investigated the importance of ankle proprioception in

postural control owing, in part, to the difficulty of experimen-

tally inducing temporary dysfunction in the pertinent receptors

without affecting other sensory receptors. In 1 such study by

Hertel et al.,88 the investigators anesthetized portions of the

ankle and then analyzed postural sway under both static and

dynamic conditions. The results indicated that the anesthesia

treatment did adversely affect joint proprioception, but the

reduction of joint sensory input did not affect postural sway.

In a similar study, De Carlo and Talbot89 examined dynamic

stability using a multiaxial platform, and they also reported no

difference between anesthetized and unanesthetized ankles.

One could argue that the observations of both of those studies

were limited by the fact that the injections they used produced

uneven or incomplete decreased in ankle proprioception. Most

types of PN are not like acute desensitization because those

afflicted with progressive forms of the disease for a longer

period adapt to ankle joint proprioception through neuroplas-

ticity. A more recent study did study patients with DPN with

confirmed lower leg proprioceptive dysfunction, and those

investigators reported no differences in balance-correcting

responses between patients and healthy controls.90 However,

that study did not provide any information regarding partic-

ipants’ foot sole cutaneous sensation, which is known to be an

important component of postural control.91 It is possible that

some compensation from other sensory divisions (e.g., foot

sole cutaneous sensation) masked the importance of proprio-

ception in the studies described, and proprioceptive feedback

continues to be considered an important component of postural

control.9,77,92 Clearly, the precise role that ankle and lower leg

proprioceptors play in the control of balance during standing

and walking has yet to be fully elucidated. 35

Another important consideration with the relationship

between ankle proprioceptors and postural control is the

stretch reflex and the information it can provide about the con-

nection between large afferent fibers (LAF), the CNS, and

a-motoneuron stimulation of skeletal muscle. Interneurons

within the spinal cord elicited this reflexive stimulation of

muscle contraction in response to feedback from the muscle

spindles.93 Proprioceptive feedback also travels up to the cere-

bellum that, in turn, can modify the sensitivity and excitation

of the spinal interneurons in a manner that helps to control

muscle tension to maintain posture and locomotion.94,95 The

sensory feedback provided by spindles and their contribution

to the stretch reflex arc is divided into primary and secondary

components. Primary spindle fibers convey feedback about the

velocity of muscle length changes using large-diameter type

Ia sensory neurons, whereas secondary fibers provide informa-

tion about static muscle length using smaller type II neurons.

Among the more important muscles for postural control are

those that dorsiflex (tibialis anterior) and plantar flex (gastroc-

nemius) the ankle, including the soleus muscles that are criti-

cal agonists during both standing and the push-off phase of

gait.96 The soleus stretch reflex is necessary to both inhibit

plantar flexion during the swing phase of locomotion and pro-

vide excitation during the stance phase, and it is thought to

help correct balance when responding to perturbations and

unexpected stretching of the plantar flexors.93,95,97 When

stretching the soleus in a seated position (i.e., with unloaded

soleus), the resulting stretch reflex produces 2 bursts of affer-

ent activity with different latencies. The burst with the shorter

latency has an onset of approximately 40 ms and is attributed

to the excitation of the primary spindle fibers and type Ia sen-

sory afferents,97,98 which is why it has been described as the

LAF reflex loop. The other burst has a latency of about 70 ms

and is associated with the type II afferents that originate from

secondary spindle endings;99 therefore, it is often called the

small afferent fiber (SAF) reflex loop. Both stretch reflex loops

and types of sensory afferents are thought to contribute to pos-

tural control during standing and walking,93,100,101 but the

SAF and reflex loop are thought to be more

important.66,99,100,102
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The Hoffman reflex (H-reflex) is a reflective skeletal mus-

cle contraction that occurs in response to an electrical stimula-

tion of the sensory afferents that are associated with the

spindles. Although H-reflex and stretch reflex are not identical,

the H-reflex is a common tool used to estimate the function of

the stretch reflex because they are both dependent on the same

afferent neurons and a-motoneurons, as well as the interneur-

ons that connect them.103,104 As compared with the stretch

reflex, the latency of the H-reflex indicates the efficiency of

the synaptic transmission between the afferents and a-moto-

neurons, and the amplitude of the H-reflex reflects the excita-

tion level of the a-motoneurons. Also like the stretch reflex,

the CNS alters the latency and amplitude of the H-reflex when

the brain modifies the sensitivity and threshold of excitability

of the spinal interneurons.105,106 One of the advantages of the

H-reflex is that it is less influenced by joint motions and the

activities of other peripheral sensory receptors; consequently,

it is often used to investigate central adaptive neuroplasticity

during interventional studies.107 The ratio between the ampli-

tude of the H-reflex (H-wave) and the amplitude of the depo-

larization in the a-motoneuron that is distal to the electrical

stimulation (M-wave) is also commonly used as an index for

estimating the level of reflex excitability of the motor

pool.106,108

Capaday and Stein105 investigated the influence of posture

on the H-reflex in the soleus, and they reported variances

between standing and walking that indicated differences in

CNS control. While standing with relatively small leg muscle

activity, body sway results in relatively larger H-wave ampli-

tudes and intense stretch reflexes to counteract the sway and

maintain stability. By contrast, the amplitudes of the H-reflex

are generally smaller during walking, but they do vary

between the swing and stance phases. Walking requires more

compliance and less rigid control of the ankle than standing,109

and the smaller amplitudes of the H-reflex during walking are

partly due to the relaxation of the soleus throughout the swing

phase. The stronger modulation of the H-reflex during walking

is not simply a passive effect of the a-motoneuron excitation

level, it indicates that sensory feedback modifies the CNS con-

trol at the mean time.

7. Role of foot sole sensation in postural control

Because at least 1 foot is always in contact with the ground

during standing and walking, the cutaneous tactile receptors in

the soles of the feet provide constant feedback about the sur-

face characteristics of the terrain and whether it becomes slip-

pery, unstable, irregular, and so on. Additionally, foot sole

sensation (FSS) is important to postural control because it

helps to inform the CNS as to how the body mass and the COP

are moving relative to the base(s) of support. Plantar cutaneous

feedback is also a logical place to investigate the enhanced risk

of falls that occur with PN because the loss of FSS is often one

of the earliest and most obvious clinical signs of the

disease.91,106,110

Numerous investigators have reported that the feedback

from the cutaneous receptors in the soles helps to regulate

postural sway,41,65,91,106,111�114 but Nardone et al.66�68 have

conducted some of the key studies. These investigators exam-

ined body sway area during quiet stance in patients with either

Charcot�Marie�Tooth (CMT) type 1A, CMT type 2, or

DPN. CMT type 1A is a neurologic disease that impairs the

function of type Ia and larger diameter type II sensory neurons,

whereas CMT type 2 and DPN both cause additional

impairment to the smaller type IIb neurons. The investigators

reported that the patients with CMT type 1 were able to stand

upright normally, but those with DPN or CMT type 2 had

decreased postural stability. These observations indicate that

tactile sensory feedback is critical to postural control during

standing,66,68 especially feedback about touch and pressure

that is detected by Merkel’s cells and Ruffini endings and then

conveyed through smaller diameter type II neurons. 67

Another important measure that is used to help understand

the role of FSS in the control of posture, and how that relation-

ship may be affected by PN, is the distribution of force over

the foot sole, or plantar pressure distribution. Numerous stud-

ies have demonstrated that plantar pressure distribution is

altered in healthy individuals with experimentally reduced

FSS,11,41,110�112,115,116 as well as in patients with

PN.91,106,115,117 Those alterations have typically consisted of

shifts in COP away from the toes and toward the mid-

foot,41,110,111,115 but shifts away from specific regions of insen-

sitivity have also been described.91,112 Still, it is important to

note that not all pertinent studies have produced similar

results. For example, some more recent investigations reported

that targeted decreases in FSS using anesthetic injections

failed to affect plantar pressure distribution,118 and, perhaps

more important, did not impair dynamic stability.119,120

Although the inconsistent observations across these studies

may be explained by differences in experimental methods and

the extent to which sensation was decreased,34,116,118 it is clear

that more investigation is required to fully understand how

changes in FSS affect the plantar pressure distribution and the

basic characteristics of gait. Nevertheless, studies involving

both patients with PN10,121 and healthy individuals with exper-

imentally decreased sensation41 have demonstrated that reduc-

tions in FSS do lead to slower and more cautious patterns of

walking. It is also relevant that Perry et al.69 have shown that

FSS is important to the maintenance of posture when perturba-

tion evokes compensatory stepping.

8. Sensory reweighting and PN

An intact somatosensory system is thought to provide the

most accurate information to assist postural control,57 but it

has been established that alternative sources of sensory infor-

mation can be used to compensate for those who have been

impaired by disease or destabilizing environments.122�124

Regarding postural control, sensory reweighting occurs when

the CNS uses one type of sensory stimulus that is coupled to

the control of balance (upweighted) to compensate for another

weakened stimulus.125,126 Somatosensory reweighting can

occur acutely, such as while walking blindfolded or with

experimentally decreased somatosensation, or it may be
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prolonged by neuroplastic changes to the CNS in response to

chronic impairments occurring with diseases such as PN.

Although the exact nature of the neuroplastic adaptations is

not yet clear, studies have demonstrated that they occur in the

spine,127 supraspinal areas,128,129 and cerebellum.37 What is

clear is that there are differences between acute and chronic

sensory reweighting; consequently, we should be careful when

comparing postural responses to acutely versus chronically

decreased somatosensation because they may involve different

compensatory strategies. For example, the distinctions between

the tactile and proprioceptive systems that are evident in healthy

individuals with experimentally decreased somatosensation are

not present in those with the chronic sensory adaptations that

are caused by the most common types of PN.34

One measure that can help to elucidate the impact of

somatosensory reweighting on postural control in many of

those with PN versus healthy individuals with experimentally

reduced sensation is the H-index. The H-index is a variation of

the H-reflex, and it provides a normalized time course between

the onset of the M-wave and the onset of the H-wave relative

to an individual’s height:130

Height ðcmÞ
DtH�DtM

� �2

� 2:

The H-index represents the entire arc of the type I LAF

reflex loop, including the synapses of the spinal cord that inte-

grate peripheral sensory information and are affected by

chronic reweighting.130,131 The H-index has been shown to

correlate with other measures of balance, and it is considered

to be both a helpful tool for diagnosing neurologic impair-

ments132 and a reliable measure for individuals with PN.117

Although both the LAF reflex loop and the smaller type II

afferent (SAF) reflex loop are thought to be important to the

control of posture,93,100,101 the latter is generally considered to

play a more significant role.66,99,102 Furthermore, the decrease

in FSS that often occurs with the more common types of PN is

associated with impairment to the SAF reflex loop and is

thought to diminish postural control.11,66,67 What is less

well-known is how the decrease in FSS and chronic sensory

adaptations that may occur with chronic forms of PN affect

the relationship between SAF and LAF reflex loops in the con-

trol of posture. We have recently investigated this relation-

ship106 by comparing postural control and the H-index in

patients with the plantar cutaneous sensation that was impaired

by chronic PN versus age-matched controls. The results indi-

cated that the individuals with PN had a decreased H-index,

greater postural sway, and impaired functional mobility. There

was also a significant correlation between the H-index and

postural sway in those with PN, but not in the controls that

exhibited normal FSS. These observations indicate that the

LAF reflex loop moderates postural control for those with

impaired plantar cutaneous sensation. That is, balance control

may depend more on LAF reflex loops in those with PN, and

sensory reweighting may allow their LAF loop and propriocep-

tion to compensate for their smaller fiber degeneration and

impaired cutaneous sensation. For example, Dixit et al.133

recently provided indirect evidence of sensory reweighting in

individuals with DPN. After 8 weeks of aerobic exercise train-

ing, participants had improved control of the COP movement

while quietly standing on a foam surface with their eyes closed,

which indicates the proprioceptive adaptation occurred without

visual feedback.

9. Conceptual model based on this literature

To encapsulate the common effect of chronic PN on the pos-

tural control that is discussed above, we propose the following

conceptual model to describe the relationship between stability

and the SAF and LAF feedback that is often impaired by the dis-

ease (Fig. 1). Imagine that an individual is standing on a plat-

form that is supported by both LAFs near the center and SAFs

around the perimeter. This conceptual model shows the relation-

ship between the functions of LAFs and SAFs in the develop-

ment of PN. Impaired LAF function will not threaten the

balance of the system, as long as the SAFs remain healthy and

function normally, because the balance of the system is mainly

supported by the columns in the perimeter (the SAFs). In con-

trast, the system will be less stable if the SAFs (pillars at the

perimeter) are impaired, but the stability decrease may not be

clinically evident if the LAFs (support columns in the center of

the platform) are healthy. However, the decrease in stability

would become apparent if the system with SAF impairment is

challenged by an external or internal perturbation, because the

LAFs provide a much smaller base of support. Such a conceptual

model can help us to explain why individuals with PN-induced

impairments in SAF function and tactile sensation, compared

Fig. 1. Current understanding of the functions of large afferent fibers (LAF)

and small afferent fibers (SAFs) in relation to postural control. SAFs plays an

important role in the feedback process for postural control, whereas LAFs

become more important with impaired SAFs.
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with people with only LAF impairments, are far more likely to

become unstable and fall when they encounter perturbations.

10. Conclusion

To quickly review some of the highlights discussed herein,

many types of PN typically include degeneration and dysfunc-

tion in the distal sensory neurons,4,15 especially those that

transmit tactile sensations like touch.10,27,28,116 As the disease

progresses and becomes more severe, balance deteriorates8�12

and the risk of falling and sustaining an injury while walking

increases substantially.5 Individuals with these forms of PN

walk more cautiously and with greater stride variability than

those with intact somatosensation,7,37�39 and most of their

falls occur as a result of their impaired ability to react to per-

turbations such as slippery surfaces and unexpected

obstacles.6,7,13 One of the most important determinants of pos-

tural control is the cutaneous tactile feedback that is transmit-

ted by SAFs,66�68 particularly that at the soles of the feet. The

decreased FSS that typically occurs with PN17,114,134 leads to

cautious walking10,41,121 and has been shown to inhibit the

recovery of balance after perturbations.69 Finally, the evidence

indicates that patients with PN may compensate for their

impaired FSS through a greater coupling of postural control to

proprioceptive feedback and the LAF reflexive loop.106

PN is a complex disorder that is often difficult to control,

and most medical treatments are focused on decreasing pain

rather than decreasing the increased risk of falling that fre-

quently accompanies the most common types of the condition.

Our recent observations106 suggest that improved LAF reflex

function might enhance postural control in those who have

impaired SAF function. Some intervention studies have

already shown that exercise can improve the function of the

LAF reflex loop in athletes and elderly adults.135,136 Studies

have also demonstrated that routine exercise can help individ-

uals with PN to improve strength and balance,137�139 reaction

time and the risk of falling,140 and FSS and functional gait.141

Future pertinent studies should continue to investigate the

CNS adaptations that affect postural control, and they should

continue to explore how exercise affects those adaptations and

how it improves balance in this clinical population.
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